I still get reports from sites that are using the obsolete Versions 1.x of SF, including the version in the Maple Share Library. Such users are strongly encouraged to upgrade to take advantage of the vast improvements in the package that were added to Version 2.0, including:
Added functionality, such as the ability to de ne new symmetric function bases.
Code that is signi cantly faster and more space-e cient.
Better documentation, such as what you are reading now. Help-les integrated with Maple. There are also some operational di erences between the 1.x and 2.x versions of SF. This is discussed in x7.
2. System Requirements First, you must have Maple V hhttp://www.maplesoft.comi.
The SF package has been developed and tested on various UNIX machines running Releases 2, 3, and 4 of Maple V. While I no longer have access to machines running the rst release of Maple V, the package is designed so that it should be compatible with this version as well.
Release 5 of Maple V has been announced recently, however I currently do not have access to this release. Based on past experience, it is a safe bet that Version 2.2 of the SF package is not compatible with Release 5.
I have packaged SF in only two formats: one is a UNIX tar le, and the second is a Macintosh Compactor archive. Although there is no reason in principle that the package cannot be run on any system with Maple V, the user of a non-UNIX, non-MacOS system will have to do some nontrivial work in order to install the package on her system. In the future I may release a platform-independent version SF. Also, the obsolete version of SF in the Maple Share Library is platform-independent. you aren't already a user of one of my packages, then you will need to nd out the name of the directory where the package has been stored and edit an initialization le.
For the purposes of this discussion, let us assume that the package has been stored in the directory /usr/local/maple/packages. You can check this by verifying that /usr/local/maple/packages has a subdirectory named SF. Next, you will need to create a le named .mapleinit in your home directory. Or add to it, if you already have one. Be careful to correctly type the left quote marks (`) and underscore character. Each time Maple is invoked, these statements will de ne where the package is located.
You The remainder of this document presents an overview of the workings of the package, explaining the fundamental data structures and basic de nitions. A one-line description of the purpose of each procedure is provided in x6. For more detailed information about the individual commands, consult the on-line help. 2 The help mechanism in Maple V Release 1 is designed so that the help text for an external function must be explicitly de ned during a Maple session. (Yuck.) Instead of having every SF session cluttered with the help text of every command (or even readlib-de nitions), SF is designed so that in Release 1, the only help that is initially de ned is for SF itself. However, this help le has a hidden \trigger" that causes all of the help les for the individual commands of SF to be readlib-de ned whenever help for SF is requested. The net e ect is that the rst time you give a help request of the form ?SF hfunctioni], Maple will fail to locate the text, and instead will return the prede ned help for SF. But this releases the \trigger" that de nes all of the other help texts, so that subsequent help requests will succeed.
Users of newer releases of Maple V can be grateful that it has a more sophisticated help mechanism that allows help texts to be loaded on demand.
Some De nitions
We begin with a brief review of some basic ingredients in the theory of symmetric functions. It is highly recommended, but not strictly necessary, that the reader be acquainted with the de nitive treatment by Macdonald By a symmetric polynomial, we mean a polynomial f = f(x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ) that is invariant under permutations of x 1 ; : : : ; x n . The symmetric polynomials of course form a graded subring of the ring of polynomials functions of x 1 ; : : : ; x n . By specialization (setting some of the x i = 0), one nds that for most purposes, the number of variables in a symmetric polynomial is irrelevant, as long as there are su ciently many of them. Taking this idea to its logical extreme, one is led to consider symmetric \polynomials" in in nitely many variables, say x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :. The most basic result in the theory of symmetric functions is the fact that the elementary symmetric functions e 1 ; e 2 ; : : : are algebraically independent (over Q, say) and generate the ring . Consequently, the set of all monomials in the e r 's form a vector space basis for . Since e r is homogeneous of degree r, it follows that the dimension of the nth graded component of is p(n), the number of partitions of n into a sum of positive 3 Strictly speaking, these are no longer polynomials, but formal power series.
integers (disregarding order). If n = 1 + + l is such a partition, it is convenient to de ne e := e 1 e l ; so that as varies over all partitions, the e 's yield a basis for . All of the above remarks apply equally well to the h r 's and the p r 's. In particular, the h 's and p 's each form bases for .
There are two more fundamental bases of , the monomial symmetric functions m and the Schur functions s . In the former case, assuming = ( There is one obvious distinction between the rst three bases we de ned (e , h , and p ) and the last two (m and s ): the latter are not multiplicative. That is, only in the former cases do we have a basis b such that b = b 1 b 2 whenever = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :).
There is a convenient scalar product on that can be de ned (and is over-determined) by the properties hh ; m i = z ?1 hp ; p i = hs ; s i = ; (1) where z := Q i a i ! i ai , assuming there are a i occurrences of i in . In connection with this de nition/assertion it is important to be aware of the fact that the transition matrix between the Schur functions and monomial symmetric functions is triangular. In fact, s = X K ; m (2) for suitable scalars K ; (the Kostka numbers). Here the notation` ' refers to any total ordering of the set of partitions that re nes the dominance partial order. (See the documentation for dominate.) A consequence of (1) and (2) is that the Schur functions are the unique orthonormal basis of (relative to h ; i) that one would obtain by applying the Gram-Schmidt algorithm to the m 's. Alternatively, using the fact that K ; = 1, one could also characterize the Schur functions as the unique orthogonal basis of satisfying s = m + a linear combination of m for < :
This point of view provides a uni ed method for treating many other important families of symmetric functions. To be more precise, there are a number of bases in the literature on symmetric functions that can be characterized (up to scalar multiples) by (i) orthogonality with respect to some scalar product, and (ii) having a triangular transition matrix with respect to the monomial symmetric functions.
The following is a list of examples of such bases. Note that in every case, the power sums p are orthogonal with respect to the relevant scalar product. Note that the monomial symmetric functions m are conspicuously absent from this list. However this is no great loss, since it is easy to add more bases (including the m 's) to the repertoire of SF. See the discussion below regarding \Adding New Bases."
The rst three bases in the above list are distinguished by the fact that they are multiplicative. If b is the name of any such multiplicative basis (i.e., b=e, h, or p), then the generators of the basis b are denoted b1,b2,b3,... by SF, and the elements of the basis are monomials in these variables. Thus for example, the elementary symmetric functions e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 ; : : : are expressed as e1,e2,e3,..., and if is the partition (3211), then e can be expressed as e3*e2*e1^2. One implication of this is that the Maple names e1,e2,e3,... and e itself play a special role in SF, and thus should not be assigned values by the user. Similar remarks apply to h and p.
On the other hand, if b is the name of a non-multiplicative basis (e.g., b=s), then the element of this basis indexed by the partition = (i 1 The reason that`s ]' appears here, rather than`s', is to remind SF of the fact that the Schur function basis is not multiplicative. 4 Symmetric Functions. At the heart of the SF package are four procedures toe, toh, top, and tos that take as input any symmetric function and convert it`to' an expression involving the bases e, h, p, and s, respectively. For the purposes of SF, a symmetric function is de ned to be any Maple expression that is a polynomial (i.e., of type polynom) with respect to the variables of all bases that have been de ned. For each multiplicative basis b, these variables are b1,b2,..., and for each non-multiplicative basis b these variables are b i_1,...,i_k], where i_1,...,i_k] ranges over all partitions. Of course, a symmetric function is also allowed to depend arbitrarily on other parameters. It should be emphasized that SF never processes symmetric polynomials that are expressed explicitly in terms of dependent variables, such as x 1 ; : : : ; x n . 5 Since the number of terms in a generic polynomial of this type is proportional to n!, any attempt to do arithmetic with these expressions would be doomed by exponential growth to work only with toy-sized problems.
For example, (1+q*h3)^2*s 2,2,1] -p2*s 4,2]^3 is a valid symmetric function, but 1/(1-p1) is not. Note also that unless`Z' has already been de ned as the name of a symmetric function basis, SF will treat an expression such as Z 2,2,1] as belonging to the eld of scalars.
In many of the procedures of SF, the user has the option of specifying as part of Since the Schur function basis s is non-multiplicative, similar remarks ought to apply to it as well. However, due to the special nature of the algorithms we use to convert between Schur functions and other symmetric functions, we do not need to impose linearity on expressions designated to be expressed in base s. Hence, in contrast to the previous example, SF would tolerate being informed that s 2,1]*s 3,1,1] is in base s. Scalar Products. In SF, there are several procedures (see dual_basis, add_basis, scalar, and skew) that involve computations in the ring of symmetric functions relative to some user-speci ed scalar product. The most basic of these is scalar, which is designed to compute the scalar product of two symmetric functions. As we saw in x4, all of the useful scalar products on share the property that the power-sums p are orthogonal. To specify such a product, say ( ; ), the only additional information one would need is the value of (p ; p ) for all partitions .
For these reasons, SF is designed so that the user speci es a scalar product by supplying a Maple procedure that accepts any partition as input, and returns as output the desired value of (p ; p ) (the assumption being that (p ; p ) = 0 for 6 = ). Thus for example, to compute the scalar product of two symmetric functions, one would call scalar with three arguments|the rst two being the symmetric functions, and the third being the name of the procedure that computes (p ; p ). To be more speci c, recall that the standard scalar product is de ned by the property that hp ; p i = z (see (1)). One of the procedures of SF is zee, which returns the value of z for each partition . Hence to compute the standard scalar product of symmetric functions f and g, one could use the command scalar(f,g,zee). One may also compute this via the command scalar(f,g), since the default is to use the standard scalar product if none is speci ed.
It should be noted that zee is designed to accept one or two additional optional arguments that facilitate the speci cation of scalar products other than the standard one.
For example, the scalar product h ; i t used in the de nition of Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions (see x4) could be speci ed by the procedure zee_for_hall_littlewood := lambda -> zee(lambda,0,t).
Adding New Bases. There are two procedures in SF, dual_basis and add_basis, that are designed to allow the user to de ne new symmetric function bases to add to the repertoire of SF. The rst of these, dual_basis, takes any previously de ned basis b , together with a user-speci ed scalar product ( ; ), and adds to SF the basis that is dual to b ; i.e., the unique basis B satisfying (B ; b ) = . The precise calling sequence is dual_basis (B,b,scp); where B is a user-chosen name for the dual basis to be created, b is the name of the previously-de ned basis, and scp is the scalar product; i.e., the procedure for computing (p ; p ). If the scalar product is omitted, the default is to use the standard one.
The net e ect of such a procedure call is the following: First, the name B ] is added to`SF/Bases`, the global variable that keeps track of all bases that have been de ned. Second, a new procedure, named toB, is de ned. Its purpose is similar to the built-in procedures toe, toh, top and tos: it converts any given symmetric function into an expression in the base B. The third e ect is that all previously de ned`to'-procedures are provided with information su cient to allow them to correctly process symmetric function expressions involving the new basis B.
For example, probably the most common use of this feature is to de ne the monomial symmetric functions m . Recall from (1) that the m 's are dual to the h 's, relative to the standard scalar product. Thus to de ne the m 's in SF, one simply uses dual_basis(m,h).
At this point, the new procedure tom will be created, and the user is free to process symmetric function expressions involving the monomials m i_1,...,i_k]. The second mechanism for de ning new bases is add_basis. This procedure is designed for symmetric function bases, such as those discussed in x4, that can be characterized by orthogonality-plus-triangularity properties. More precisely, let us suppose that ( ; ) is a scalar product on for which (p ; p ) = 0 for 6 = . This given, there is a unique basis P of that (i) is orthogonal relative to ( ; ), and (ii) satis es P = c m + a linear combination of m for < ;
where c is any (speci ed) nonzero scalar, and` < ' refers to any xed total ordering of the set of partitions.
If scp is the Maple procedure for computing (p ; p ), and if lterm is a Maple procedure that computes the desired \leading term" c for each partition , then the procedure call add_basis(P,scp,lterm); de nes P to be the name of the symmetric function basis characterized by properties (i) and (ii), using a lexicographic total ordering on the set of partitions. (See the documentation for Par.) If the third argument lterm is omitted, the default is to use c = 1. The e ect of add_basis is similar to dual_basis: the name P ] is added to`SF/Bases`, a new procedure named toP is de ned, and all previously de ned`to'-procedures are informed of the existence of the new basis P.
In principle, the user should not need to be concerned about how SF internally processes symmetric function expressions involving a basis created via add_basis; however, in order to give a rough idea of the resources that are needed during such computations, a few remarks about the algorithms are in order. Suppose that P is the name of a basis created by add_basis. On the rst occasion that SF is asked to process a symmetric function involving, say P 3,3,2,1], the rst step is to use a variation of the Gram-Schmidt algorithm to compute the expansion of P 3,3,2,1] in terms of elementary symmetric functions, and store the result in a Maple remember table. Hence, the rst expression involving P 3,3,2,1] may take a long time to process, but subsequent computations will require only a quick table lookup. Consider the implications of this in the case that SF is asked to convert some symmetric function f into the P-basis via toP(f).
If f is homogeneous of degree n, this could potentially require computing the e-expansion of P i_1,...,i_k] for every partition of n. 6 To further temper the user's enthusiasm, note that several of the symmetric function bases discussed in x4 depend on various free parameters such as q; t, and . In such cases, the Gram-Schmidt algorithm is forced to work over rational function elds. The complexity of arithmetic over such elds and the sheer size of the expressions involved mean that the adventurous user will severely test the capacity of Maple. To give you a rough idea of what to expect, here are some benchmarks on a Pentium 133 running the Linux version of Maple V Release 3. It takes about 16sec and 1.5MB to build the remember table for the Hall-Littlewood functions of degree 6; for degree 8, it takes about 5min and 2.9MB. For the Macdonald symmetric functions of degree 6, it takes about 1.7min and 2.7MB. 7 6 However, the situation is not as bleak as this seems to indicate. First, SF is not completely ignorant about predicting in advance when the coe cient of P in f is going to be nonzero; each P not already in the remember table that it can eliminate in this way will help shorten the computation. Second, the toP procedure, along with every other`to'-procedure created by add_basis, allows the user to optionally specify in advance a list of partitions that contains the \support" of f (i.e., the partitions such that the coe cient of P in f is nonzero). See the documentation for add_basis.
Characters. There is a close relationship between characters of the symmetric group S n and the space of homogeneous symmetric functions of degree n; several of the procedures of SF Here is a short summary of the contents of the examples subdirectory. These les must be explicitly loaded by the user and contain both documentation and source code. The procedure evalsf has been enhanced. It is still upward-compatible with the old version, but is now capable of plethystic evaluations. See the help text.
To minimize the chance of collision with user-de ned names, the global variable Bases has been renamed`SF/Bases`. The example skew_shapes has been added, and the example graphs has been renamed graph. There were no changes in functionality in Version 2.1. The main changes a ecting users upgrading from Versions 1.x to 2.x are the following:
Every basis-conversion procedure, such as toe, toh, top and tos now returns as output an expression that is collected in`distributed' form (see the Maple documentation for collect), with normal applied to the coe cients. Every procedure in SF that accepts symmetric functions is now able to correctly process non-homogeneous symmetric functions.
